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1.1 Tags used in this document:
*** = High priority
** = Medium priority
* =Low priority

2. Game Overview
2.1 Game Concept
Birthday Boy is a story of familial love and conflict, childhood dreams, and exploration. The
protagonist, Birthday Boy, awakens to a new and strange dream-like world remembering nothing of
himself but his own birthday. Within this world, there is great internal strife amongst the tightlyknit communities. The instigators, he discovers, are none other than members of his own family.
You must help reconnect his family to save this Dream World, and get back home to the Real
World.

* (not revealed in demo) Everyone in this Dream World that “doesn’t belong” has been ported there
from a comatose state in the Real World. They are victims of a crash, caused when their bus
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swerved out of the way from the out-of-place Records Keeper. The Records Keeper, a kind of god
of this Dream World (also where you save your game) atoned for this mistake by bringing these
people into his Dream World while they recovered. This caused many problems for both his
citizens, and the people that were brought in.

2.1.1 Introduction
Birthday Boy is a puzzle-platformer that follows a young boy in his adventure to reunite the family
he forgot he had, brave new obstacles and feelings, and help out the citizens of the unfamiliar
dream world he explores.

2.1.2 Background
Birthday Boy will be made using Unity 2D, relying on scripts I’ve made for previous games, as well
as tutorials for platformers on Lynda. The soundtrack will likely be a mix of music by Daisuke
Tanabe and my own work. Inspiration for gameplay is from Limbo and Badland, with storytelling
elements inspired by Paper Mario and Yume Nikki. Color and design inspiration is from my
childhood favorite game, Rodney’s Funscreen.

2.1.3 Key Features
●

Entirely painted game

●

Alternating between “rolling” and “floating” to complete puzzles

●

Collect “letters” throughout each puzzle to learn more of the story

●

Interactive narrative and a cast of quirky characters to help

●

Lush and surreal worlds to explore

2.1.4 Platform
PC and Mac; Will likely alternate between building on both since I have both platforms.

2.1.4 Concept Art
All concept art for Birthday Boy can be found here:
https://tinyurl.com/birthdayboygame

Also found in the “Game art” section at the end of this document
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2.2 Genre
Puzzle-platformer with RPG narrative elements; A surrealist dream-like flavor.

2.3 Target Audience
Indie game consumer audience, generally adolescent and older. People who play Steam, pretty
much.

2.4 Game Flow Summary (how move through game, game
itself)
The format is a 2D side-scroller and platformer. The camera follows the player’s free-domain
movement.
For the first level, the Birthday Boy uses his new Suit of Birthdays to traverse the strange Futuristic
Airship Chuck-E-Cheese. This is a lushly painted world with dazzling colors, lots of pizza, and a
hectic maze of platforms. You can alternate between the Boy’s Suit and Balloon outfits to trigger 2
modes of travel; Rolling and Floating. Both are necessary to complete a variety of progressively
difficult terrain puzzles.

The Wind-Up-Citizens are the hired celebrators for the Boy’s birthday, but there is something
important boiling beneath the surface that they cannot remember. You help Birthday Boy retrieve
the precious letters they once held dear to restore their memories and identities. These letters are
collectable throughout each puzzle, and form a word for the Citizen to unscramble. With each
Citizen you help, you uncover more and more about the unfamiliar Dream World, and the
mysterious Magician that appears to be soiling the party.
Once you restore the letters of all the Citizens, the party can begin. Chaos ensues! The Citizens
stage a coup, abandoning the party. There is no one flying the ship. You’re going to crash! You
must defeat a fast-paced “boss” puzzle of the Magician to escape with her safely and complete the
chapter. ((The ending part will likely not be completed for the class))

In the finished game, there are ~5 chapters. Each chapter is a location that has a primary “citizen”
whose lives have been affected by the antagonists. The goal is to restore the balance of their lives,
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and eventually, “defeat” the antagonist so that they can’t meddle with the world again. The
antagonist has a parallel form in the real world that is being affected by the Boy’s actions in his
dream world.
These characters typically do not remember the Boy, and the Boy does not fully remember them-much like how you can’t recall a dream unless you write it down right after you wake up. In this
case, the “Real World” has become more like a dream to them, because they have spent too long in
this Dream World.

With each chapter, the Birthday Boy gains new abilities and skills that allow him to progress
further and reach new locations. Without these new skills and items acquired from helping people,
he can’t reach the next location.

In between each chapter, the Birthday Boy awakens into the Real World. He retains all of his
“magic tricks” in their real-world forms (being able to go in water, etc.) and the environment
changes based on what happened in this alternate universe dream. The real world is a mini chapter
that also has its own parallel goals to the dream world. *** (This will not happen for the first
chapter-- Mom awakens and is a player character instead)

2.5 Look and Feel
For the more finalized form, it will have the appearance of being like a child’s toy, but softened a
little by the painterly textures. Stylistically, the characters have a French animation style with
exaggerated proportions. The animation will be puppet style.
In storytelling / narrative flashbacks, the scenes will be made in a child’s crayon drawing style on
construction paper. I would eventually like to animate these portions, with a mix of a wobble effect
and small amounts of movement.
There is also a “real world” portion of the chapters that is generally much gloomier, duller, and has
cooler lighting. Another possible style will be the crayon drawings depicted in the storytelling
parts.
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3. Gameplay and
Mechanics
3.1 Gameplay
3.1.1 Game Progression
The game progresses by completing individual quests by a citizen character, leading to a boss
quest or puzzle, which will awaken them in the real world.

3.1.2. Mission/ Challenge Structure
1. Dream porting
2. Arrival in chapter area
3. Cutscene showing some issue
4. Speak to citizens
5. Solve their individual problems by carrying out a task and exploring the area
6. More information is revealed on the backstory of the “antagonist” of the area with the
solving of each problem
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7. Climax of chapter- must face antagonist directly, and the citizens typically join you in some
form of resistance
8. BOSS CHALLENGE
9. Resolution, gain new ability for next level (usually something that helps him overcome his
fears in the real world)
10. Wake up, mini-chapter in Real World that prefaces next level

3.1.3. Puzzle Structure
The puzzles are often the environments themselves. The Birthday Boy has an array of skills,
abilities, and items that can be used depending on the occasion. The player must search out
objective items, avoid obstacles, etc. to solve the problems of the citizens in the area.
First level puzzles will be completed through Rolling and Floating, to obtain letters scattered
throughout area puzzles.
Possible obstacles in first level listed on Obstacles Sheet, also on level design sheets in back.

3.1.4. Objectives of game
1. Help the citizens of each chapter with some overarching problem distorting their livelihood
through a variety of environmental puzzles.
a. Wind-Up Citizens: Retrieve the letters and words that they lost, restoring their
memories of Mom to them.
2. Take down the “antagonists” causing these issues, who are the family members / Bus Crash
victims. By completing their specific puzzle or quest, they will be awoken in the Real World
from the coma that befell them.
a. First level: Mom // The Magician
3. Better the Birthday Boy in the real world-- help him gain confidence, friends, overcome his
fears and anxieties
a. Can’t awaken after first level

3.1.5. Play Flow
There are chapters that take place in the Dream World, and then upon completion the Birthday Boy
awakens in the Real World for a brief mini-chapter-- This also prefaces the next Dream chapter. For
the first mini-chapter, Mom will awaken in Real World.

After the second chapter, Birthday Boy will be able to awaken in Real World. To travel to previous
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locations, he visits the person whose dream is responsible for the location (Mom to go to the
airship, Mother to go to Goddess Realm, etc.)

3.2 Mechanics
3.2.1. Physics
Gravity works relatively the same. The Birthday Boy can float for limited amounts of time, and
gravity effects him in his balloon form-- a unity rolling script will help with this.

3.2.2. Movement in the game
Modes of travel are allowed by different parts of the Birthday Boy’s suit. You can float, jump, swim,
and fly depending on what the boy is wearing.
First Level: The Suit of Birthdays
Standard arrow key movement:
●

Down to Roll
○

Side arrow keys to move

○

Gravity overpowers steering

○

Cannot float while being affected by slope?

●

Up to Float (can press side arrow keys to steer) for limited time (3 seconds?)

●

If Down is pressed while floating: will fall down until hits next available surface.

3.2.3. Objects
D to pick up things, D hold + arrow keys to move larger block objects
Many objects, such as Pizza and Letters, are picked up on contact and will be added to the onscreen inventory.
Press S to drop Pizza and other objects when prompted.

3.2.4. Actions
Arrow keys, DSAW controls
D- select, examine, grab an item, speak to someone
S- cancel, back out, drop an item
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A- menu
W- other control, map, etc.
Left and right arrow keys- walk
Up- jump

Shift: Inventory Screen
<> Arrow keys: Move, roll, etc.
v Arrow key: Roll mode, affected by gravity, can only go DOWN while selected. If pressed while
floating, then the player cannot go into float until the Boy hits a solid surface.
Will have normal walking in demo in the case that I don’t finish the rolling mechanic. In
this case, “v” will be to walk.
Press “v” again while in roll to undo roll mode.
^ Arrow key: Float mode triggered, can only go UP. Can move from side to side.
Press “^” again while floating to undo float mode.

3.2.5. Combat-- (or conflict) how is this specifically modeled?
There are obstacles and puzzles in the environment of the player. There are some dangerous
objects that can pop the balloon of the Birthday Boy. Examples of these obstacles are on the
attached “Obstacle sketches” sheet.

3.2.6. Economy-- What is the economy of the game, how does it
work?
Currency in the dream world is distinct from the real world. You pay in gold flowers, which can be
in the form of coins or be flowers turned into coins. These flowers can be acquired from helping
citizens, or collecting throughout the level.
Currency feature will likely not be integrated for this version of the game.
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3.3. Game Options
Options: can customize text size, typeface, contrast, window style, and controls (whether you’re
playing with a keyboard or controller, keyboard-only for current version) They do not affect
gameplay or mechanics.

3.4 Replaying and Saving
Saving can be done by speaking to the Records Keeper in each level. I don’t think this will be
necessary for this version of the game since the tutorial level I’m finishing for this class will be
fairly short.
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Load from previous file state

3.5 Cheats and Easter Eggs
If Morally Ambiguous Questionable Motives counts as an easter egg, he appears at least once per
level in an inconspicuous spot. When interacted with, he dances wildly in attempts to communicate
with you.

4. Story, Setting, and
Character
4.1 Story and Narrative
*** Script:

Demo

((( FIRST DEMO LEVEL SCRIPT)))
>> = new scene or screen change
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Italics = descriptions
Underlines = specific assets called (music, sound effect, etc)
Bold = player choices or selections
> = quotes or content actually on screen

>>MAIN SCREEN

Main theme plays, upbeat, boy flying through the sky in background, logo BIRTHDAY BOY in
center of screen.
SELECTIONS:
>New Game
>Load Game
>Credits
>Options

SELECT LOAD GAME:
>>Load screen
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>>Select file
Game resumes from last save on that file

SELECT OPTIONS:
>>Options screen

SELECT CREDITS:
>>Credits screen
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(My name, insert all outside resources used here)

SELECT NEW GAME:
I’ll probably submit a revised version of this with the final, depending on how much I get
to, so that it can be rounded out properly and smoothly.
The boards will also likely be revised into more accurate screencaps.
LEVEL 1 DEMO LEVEL
>>Crayon Memories 1
Memory Theme (Lullaby Version) Plays
Shot of Boy in the back of the bus next to 2 faint, yet comforting figures (The Mothers) as a
crayon drawing. Animate slightly so that bus shakes / has movement, slight movement of Boy.
Will be fully animated at some point. Fade transitions.
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>>Black screen
In white text in center, italics in Mother Font, each statement fades after it is said.
MOTHER
>”Happy Birthday, My Boy.”
>”Become Benevolent.”
>”Become Brave.”
>”Become Brilliant.”
>>Music fades, black screen.

>>Lights up, no music, CITIZEN1 hopping on top of BOY. CITIZEN 2 poking head of BOY with foot. “Press
D” appears after a while.

UPON PRESSING D
BOY’S eye’s open, C1 hops off, C2 hops back
CITIZEN 1
>oh!
CITIZEN 2
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>ah!
CITIZEN 1
>ahh!
Both hop twice and begin to dance for a few seconds, confetti falls from the top of the screen. In middle
of screen, appears:
MOTHER TEXT
> ((He’s awake!! They must alert the Magician.))

>>They turn to run, camera pans. MAGICIAN descends on a bendy straw like a rope.
MAGICIAN
>OHOHOHOHOHOHOHO
>>MAGICIANS THEME STARTS PLAYING
CITIZENS look up, forming platforms for the magician to stand on, A HAPPY BIRTHDAY sign
descends with confetti.
BOTH CITIZENS, on step
> oof ! !

MAGICIAN
>HAPPY BIRTHDAY MY BOY !
MAGICIAN hops off, CITIZENS are downed by the impact.
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CITIZEN 1
>oof !
CITIZEN 2
>aah !

MAGICIAN
>PLEASE MAKE YOURSELF ACQUAINTED WITH THE
WONDERFUL
WONDROUS
WOW-FACTOR
of the
BEAUTIFUL BIRTHDAY BALLOON MOBILE !
MAGICIAN paces behind the boy, while speaking, facing away.

MAGICIAN
>Here we... Perform only the most Perfect of Parties. So it will PROPERLY require some
PREPARATION. I take utmost Pride in my services.

MAGICIAN turns around suddenly, facing the CITIZENS. MAGICIAN magically throws the citizens off the
left of the screen while walking towards them, past the Boy.

MAGICIAN
>SITIZENS,,, CARRY ON WITH YOUR DUTIES,, WE MUST THROW THE MOST PERFECT OF
PARTIES FOR THE BIRTHDAY BOY.

MAGICIAN turns back to face the BOY. MAGICIAN summons magic blue cloud around the boy. (pieces of
MAGICIAN BACKGROUND asset)
MAGICIAN
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>To Secure your Safety, we supply this Supreme Suit. The Suit of Birthdays. It is Quite
Comfortable.
Clouds clear, The boy is wearing the Suit of Birthdays now. This will probably just be the addition of the
Balloon.

MAGICIAN
>I MUST LEAVE MOMENTARILY. THE MOST PERFECT OF PARTIES SHALL AWAIT YOU IN
THE (((( PRETTY PIZZA PARLOR )))).

MOTHER TEXT
>Frightening.

The Magician flies off screen to the RIGHT, MAGICIAN THEME fades. PLAYER gains control.

AMBIENT BIRTHDAY AIRSHIP THEME fades in.

FLOW CHART OF EVENTS / CONDITIONS FOR LEVEL 1:
●

Balloon pops from propeller, obstacle, or hungry creature
○

Regenerate from last Pansy Checkpoint if collided within puzzle
■

ELSE (if no pansy collided with yet in puzzle) Regenerate from last Wind Up
Citizen

○

Message pops up on screen, in Mother font:
■

“Be Brave.”

■

((if obstacle is hit repeatedly in tutorial level, then a tip will also pop up to
control Birthday Boy around it))

●

Obtain Pansy or Speak to Citizen (each has number assigned to it as a priority checkpoint)
○

Check if highest number in checkpoint, regenerate from there if higher than
previous.

○

Number resets if player speaks to a citizen, citizen takes priority over other puzzle
checkpoints

●

New obstacle is encountered
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○
●

Hit yellow propellor
○

●

Added to “tutorials” part of status screen
Balloon pops

Red propellor
○

In gale winds of running red propellor
■

Boy is pushed in direction of wind

■

Below
●

■

Above
●

○

●

Boy can only fly and cannot roll

Red propellor button is pressed
■

IF OFF: Winds start, become running

■

IF ON: Winds stop, propellers become platforms

Pizza collided with
○

Added to inventory on screen

○

Message “Feed that hungry friend.”

○

Message “Press S to release the Pizza”

○

If S is pressed (default)
■

Pizza drops to safe ground, disappears from inventory

■

If dropped to unsafe ground (propellers)
●

■

Regenerated to original location, disappears from inventory

Dropped into mouth of Hungry Nose, Foot, Hand
●

●

Boy can only roll and cannot fly

See below for hungry creature conditions

Hungry Nose, Foot, Hand creature encountered:
○

○

Drop Pizza into mouth while floating
■

Message “He is satisfied, thank you for the meal”

■

Pizza disappears from inventory

■

He becomes “satisfied”

■

Teeth close and become usable platform

Hit open teeth of Hungry Nose, Foot, Hand creature
■

Without having pizza in inventory
●

Balloon is popped
○

■

See above for balloon popping conditions

With having pizza in inventory
●

Balloon is popped

●

Message “He is satisfied, thank you for the meal”

●

Pizza disappears from inventory

●

He becomes “satisfied”
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○
●

Teeth close and become usable platform

Wind-Up Citizen
○

If D pressed while next to
■

Speak initiated
●

●

Initial (0/x)
○

Goddess / Mother text in script

○

Pit or pathway unlocked if there is one

After initial, without all letters (n<x/x)
○

●

○

With all letters in inventory (x/x)
○

Scene specific to citizen initiated

○

Next area puzzle unlocked

If go beyond left screen bounds without speaking to them first
■

Citizen hops up and down

■

Mother text: “Be Benevolent”
“It looks like it needs your help.”

●

●

On slope while in rolling state
○

Go down at gravity’s pace

○

Floating disabled

○

Un-Rolling (walking) disabled

All letters collected in puzzle
○

Warp to citizen unlocked (just a button asset with some rays on top)
■

Warp sat on with all letters collected
●

Warp to several steps away from citizen that corresponds with
puzzle

>>PUZZLE 1:
SEE GRAPH PAPER MAPS FOR DRAFT OF LEVEL DESIGN. FINALIZED VERSIONS (MAP SCREENCAPS)
WILL BE SUBMITTED WITH FINAL.
Tutorial puzzle for rolling and floating

Funky sign: > DOWN ARROW TO ROLL
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Speak to CITIZEN with D. Small D icon with arrow pointing to CITIZEN levitates above them when BOY
comes close.

UPON PRESSING D NEXT TO CITIZEN:

CITIZEN 1, dancing while facing front:
>ah ! !
>a h ! ! ! !
C1 bends down (a dance frame), gesturing toward the gaping hole in the ground that it uncovers.

MOTHER TEXT
> It seems to want something down there.
> Press down to roll. Gravity will do the rest.

PRESSED DOWN AND ROLLING
While rolling down long path, Mother text fades in:
>Be Brave.

>Sign at end: UP TO FLOAT
Letters retrieved:
B, R, A, V, E

Speak to CITIZEN 1 after retrieving all letters:
CITIZEN 1
>HAPPY BIRTHDAY !
>Ah , thank you so much for recovering my precious words! I remember now…
Crayon drawing fades in, Memory Theme plays, crossfade with from ambient theme. Text appears on
bottom in default Birthday Boy font.
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>We once had the one called “Mom.”
>She came to this place unsure of who she was, but she knew she did not belong here.

>She was alone, so she made us.
>We all looked the same, and had no words to speak.

>”You will be Brave.” She said.
> She gave us words, qualities to identify ourselves with.
>We now had words to speak with, and remember with.
>We had collective memories, but we knew us all apart.

Memory Theme fades out, no music.
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CITIZEN 1
>That was a lovely memory, thank you. Please help my fellow comrades find their words as well.
They can probably remember what I cannot.

Unlocking sound effect, the next area is accessible now. Ambient Airship Theme fades in again.

Unlock next area

>>PUZZLE 2:
Letters retrieved:
H, E, L, P

Speak to CITIZEN 2 after retrieving all letters:
CITIZEN 2
>HAPPY BIRTHDAY !
>Wow, thanks ! I needed these ! I am HELP. Let me tell you a bit of our story.
Crayon drawing fades in, Memory Theme plays, crossfade with from ambient theme. Text appears on
bottom in default Birthday Boy font.

>She wanted to find a way out of this place, to find her Home Home.
>Together, we made The Birthday Airship. We were really happy then!
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>We flew up real high, just like this. This is where we are now!
>Now every day we celebrate birthdays-- they were precious to Mom’s precious Person.

>We flew all over the place to talk to Citizens. Mom asked everyone about That Other World.
>She said she had People she was looking for, that looked all People-shaped like her.

Memory Theme fades out, no music.
CITIZEN 2
>Wow, what a blast. I hope you have fun at your party! There are two more of us, I think.

Unlocking sound effect, the next area is accessible now. Ambient Airship Theme fades in again.

Unlock next area
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>>PUZZLE 3:
Letters retrieved:
S, O, N
Speak to CITIZEN 2 after retrieving all letters:
CITIZEN 3
>HAPPY BIRTHDAY !
>Oh.
Crayon drawing fades in, Bad Memory Theme plays, crossfade with from ambient theme. Text appears on
bottom in default Birthday Boy font

>Mom got frustrated. No one seemed to know about Home.
>She did not remember why she was searching in the first place.
>Who are the precious People?

>The longer we searched, the less People-shaped Mom became.
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>MOM became
Fade to overlay text version of MAGICIAN
>MAGICIAN

>They welcomed this new role.

>We abandoned our mission. The Birthday was all that was important.

Bad Memory Theme fades out, no music.
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CITIZEN 3
>How could we forget?

Unlocking sound effect, the next area is accessible now. Ambient Airship Theme fades in again.

>>PUZZLE 4:
Letters retrieved:
F, E, A, R

Puzzle 4: As she loses her memories from staying in the world for too long, she becomes abusive to
the citizens, removing the words on their heads when duties aren’t carried out, causing them to
also lose their memories and words to speak.

Speak to CITIZEN 2 after retrieving all letters:

CITIZEN 4
Crayon drawing fades in, Bad Memory Theme plays, crossfade with from ambient theme. Text appears on
bottom in default Birthday Boy font

>The Magician is Powerful. We speedily made the Birthday Airship into a one-stop place for all of
your Birthday Needs.
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>We complained too much, so our letters were taken, and placed in obstacle courses made of the
empty bodies of our citizens in the name of fun.

>But, once you arrived, all People-Shaped, The Magician seemed a little different. Maybe you can
help Mom remember.

>They are watching us now.
Bad Memory Theme fades out, no music.
CITIZEN 4
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>We will not be attending your party, I’m sorry.

Unlocking sound effect, the Pretty Pizza Parlor is accessible now. Ambient Airship Theme fades in again.

Once all 5 or so citizens are helped, the party can begin. I probably won’t get this far, so I’ll write
some submit some sort of Goddess resolution text in that case that rounds out the level.
The citizens stage a coup pretty much by abandoning the party. There is no one flying the ship.
They want their mechanical engineer Mom to return.
There is chaos and the ship is going to crash! Defeat a fast-paced “boss” puzzle of the magician to
escape with Mom safely and restore her memories.

Extra, will not get to / for future levels:
Resolution: The mother awakens in the hospital. She has been in a coma for months from a bus
accident. There is a brief in-between level playing the mother, and the next level is introduced. The
Birthday Boy is still in a coma, who was also in the accident. There are several other family
members.

4.2 Game World
4.2.1 General look and feel of world
Painterly storybook style. Very fantasy-like, much like dreaming inside a painting. 2D Sprites are
animated with puppet rigs.

4.2.2 Areas
including the general description and physical characteristics as well as how it relates to the rest
of the world (what levels use it, how it connects to other areas)

Birthday Airship
(Tutorial level to be completed for this class, will be expanded into a full level later)
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Context: The setting of Level 1. The Birthday Airship is like a hellscape Chuck-E-Cheese, made for
the sole purpose of celebrating birthdays (or happy birthday-like parties) while traversing the
world. It is the Magician’s mobile theme park that they built with the aid of the Wind-Up Citizens.

Exterior: The legs are large sentient Foot creatures from the Nose, Foot, Hand village that move
independently of each other. The Wind Up Citizens have to coax the Foot creatures with pizza to
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make them move in some synchronization with one another. They grew so large and tall from
eating so much pizza. The nose is also a large Nose creature. It sucks up passengers into the airship
with bendy straws that descend to the ground from the nostrils. The propellor moves somewhat
erratically. Large gaseous clouds of unknown makeup (possibly burnt pizza fuel) are expelled from
its back pipes.

Interior: Only a base level will be completed for the tutorial level, but technically the ship is made
up of:
●

Arcade area

●

Playground

●

Wind-Up citizen factory

●

Welcome Area

●

Pretty Pizza Parlor

●

Theatre

●

Magician’s quarters

●

Pilot cockpit

●

Leg-feeding engine room

Most of these areas correspond with similar areas in Chuck-E-Cheese. The games and areas are
somewhat unsettling versions of their real-life counterparts-- for example, a whack-a-mole type
arcade game is just titled “WHACK,” and you hit broken Wind-Up Citizens with a mallet. A pony ride
is just called “SHAKE HORSE,” which shivers a little when you land on it.
Branding: The “pattern” of the airship is a variety of letters in green and yellow, mixed in with
some simple eyes on a red background. Its appearance is similar to Spaghetti-O’s. The letters play
off of the quest of the area, to find the lost “words” of the Wind-Up Citizens. Letters are also
emphasized in the Magician’s speech pattern-- Each alliterated letter in a sentence is capitalized.
The eyes in the pattern are identical to the Magician’s eyes, to give the sense that they’re always
watching.
Citizens: Wind-up Citizens

The Realm of the Goddess
Citizens: Berry Collectors

Nose, Foot, Hands
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Citizens: Nose, Foot, and Hand family members

Moon
Citizens: Space Probes (222, 245, 3-T)

New Ship
Citizens: Wind-Up Citizens, just a little more human-looking and unsettling this time

4.3 Characters
PLEASE NOTE: “Mom” and “Mother” are 2 distinct characters.
*** Birthday

Boy:
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The Boy is in a coma and cannot remember anything in his dream, but he does remember that it is his
birthday. Referred to as “Birthday Boy,” “the Boy,” “the Birthday Boy.” He has two parents, “Mom” (The
Magician) and “Mother,” (The Goddess) who he tries to get back into the Real World. The coma is later
revealed to be caused by a bus crash, causing many people, including Mom and Mother, to be
transported to this Dream World.
Appearance:
●

Small child

●

Appears to be about 10 years old.

●

Short, bouncy black hair

●

Brown skin with purple undertones

●

Square-ish, slightly chubby body.

●

He does not look very happy most of the time. He’s not having a very good birthday.

●

Will have a few different outfits throughout the game depending on what abilities are
needed for the level
○

First / tutorial level he will be wearing the Suit of Birthdays. It matches with the
branding of the Birthday Airship.
■

He is wearing ATV (All-Terrain Voots) that allow him to brave rain puddles
up to 6 inches deep.

■

The All-Purpose Happy Crown is a crown for all occasions, not just happy
birthdays.

■

The yellow floatie around his neck allows the Birthday Boy to eventually
float in water, and also keeps his neck safe in the treacherous obstacles of
the Birthday Airship.
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■

The “rolling” or inflated version of the suit encompasses his entire body,
save for his legs and feet. This does not provide him much walking ability,
but he can roll around.

■

He has suspenders that allow him to wear a variety of pants sizes (keeps
them up!) and also act as straps to the Birthday Balloon.

■
○

He has a generic white t-shirt and green shorts.

I don’t think I’ll get to the hospital between-chapter, but his colors are less
saturated, and he’ll probably wear a pastel green gown. Might be in the style of a
crayon drawing???

○

Possible future outfits:

○

Personality: At least at the beginning of the game, he does not have much of a speaking role. The
narrative voice that appears, prompting him to “Become ______,” is Mother. These “become” traits
become part of his personality and will after the end of each level. He will become more social and
petulant as levels progress.
In the Real World, he is cautious and fearful, not wanting to venture further into the hospital halls.
He is afraid of water, speaking to strangers, and unknown places. These fears go away in later
levels as he gains more abilities, allowing him to explore more of the hospital.

Animations:
●

*** Walking (without suit, waddling in suit, in hospital gown)

●

*** Running

●

*** Rolling

●

*** Floating

●

*** Idle

●

* Shaking head

●

** Sleeping on ground
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●

* Getting up from ground

●

** Jump

●

* Expressions (only on portrait // when being spoken to): Default, Sad, Happy, Surprised,
Grumpy, Disgusted, Suspicious

●

** Going into float

●

* Dance

Abilities:
●

***Walking

●

**Rolling

●

***Floating

●

***Interacting

Relationships:
To the Magician: The Magician is his mother, but he is quite afraid of her in this form because she
appears to be a loud stranger.
Mom and Mother: He loves both of his moms very much. He is anxious around strangers other than
his immediate family.
*** Magician:
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Mom’s disguised form. The Magician is referred to with “they” pronouns since their gender is ambiguous.
They speak with an alliterative speech pattern, capitalizing the first letter of every alliterated word.

Appearance: The Magician has a very similar, thin, triangular silhouette to Mom. They still have a
lot of rounded characteristics to still appear like a children’s franchise mascot, but they are tall and
frightening in comparison to the Birthday Boy. The pointy heeled boots are notably more
threatening than Mom’s rounded boots, and they stomp around (and on) the Wind Up Citizens.

Personality: The Magician is loud and performative person, like a more obnoxious Chuck-E-Cheese.
Their personality is similar to Mom’s, but they are more aggressive and break the overly-friendly
“Chuck-E-Cheese” persona when demanding orders from the Wind-Up Citizens.
To the Birthday Boy: Treats him like an airship customer upfront, but obsesses over the Boy’s
birthday. Since they are Mom in Real World and do not remember the boy, they act intimidating
and do not act like a mom.
To the Wind-Up Citizens: As Mom, they loved each and every one of the citizens and gave them
individual “words” on top of their heads to tell them apart, give them identities, and allow them to
speak. As the Magician, they became frustrated and angry and treat the citizens poorly-- turning
them into platforms, whack-a-mole style games, and taking away their letters / words.
Animations:
●

*** Walking

●

*** Idle

●

** Putting on a show

●

* Spinning

●

** Dancing

●

* Taking off hat

●

*Putting hands up

●

*** Angry idle

●

*** Upset idle

●

* Expressions (only on portrait // when being spoken to): Default, Sad, Excited, Angry
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** Mom:

One of the parents to the Birthday Boy. She is a mechanical engineer. She was in her original form when
she was transported into the Dream World, but gradually lost what little memories she had and became
the Magician. She created the Wind-Up Citizens, who helped her create the Birthday Airship.

Personality: Mom is a bit wild and eccentric like the Magician, but still very loving.
To the Birthday Boy: When she is ported to the Dream World, she has few memories of him that
she desperately tries to hold onto, much like the Birthday Boy’s few crayon drawing memories.

To the Wind-Up Citizens: As Mom, she loved each and every one of the citizens and gave them
individual “words” on top of their heads to tell them apart, give them identities, and allow them to
speak. As the Magician, they became frustrated and angry and treat the citizens poorly-- turning
them into platforms, whack-a-mole style games, and taking away their letters / words.
Will have several crayon representations, but will not get to the hospital level where she is visible
and playable.

*** Wind-Up

Citizens:
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The helpful automatons made by Mom. They have lost their “words” and want to get them back. The
Magician took them away. The Boy helps them by retrieving the letters that go on top of their heads.
These words are unique to each individual citizen. They pride and identify themselves with these words.
These words also store their memories and allow them to speak.
Before having their letters, they only make small sounds like “AH!”, but will tell you their freshly
obtained memories of Mom when you retrieve the letters.
Animations:
●

Walking

●

Idle

●

Front-facing dancing with their respective letters on top

●

Portraits
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Lower priority characters
(not in demo):

The Records Keeper:

A small gremlin who saves your game. He holds a long pansy, a symbol of memory, that grows as
you progress the game. He eats the pansy when you load the game. As a child I used to eat all the
pansies in our garden, so he’s somewhat of a self-insert of my irresponsible 3-year old self.
He is also a god of this Dream World, and is responsible for porting the Real World people here
when a Real World bus swerved out of his way. He atones for his mistake by having no casualties
for this crash, but all victims were ported to the Dream World in exchange. This causes many
problems for both the citizens of the Dream World and Real World.
* The Attendee:

The adoptive child of the Magician. She is unsettlingly excited to celebrate the birthday. She has a
backpack on her back to hide her Wind-Up Citizen key. She does not like that the Boy is the
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Magician’s real child.
* The Vendor: The item seller.
* Birthday Airship: Several sentient beings of the Nose, Foot, Hand village put together in a
mechanical airship.
* Morally Ambiguous Questionable Motives:

(The MAQM) is just that. We are not sure why he is everywhere we go. When interacted with, he
dances rapidly back and forth. It is later revealed he is trying to invite you over for pasta with his
family in Hand, Foot, Nose.
* The Crystal Whisperer:

She is a helpful guide who retreats into her shell to ask her crystals for advice. Her shell is like a
geode. She can tell you helpful tips, controls, etc.
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* Royal Lighthouse Keeper:

LEVEL 2: The second in-command of the Goddess Realm, after the Goddess and Child. She came to
the Dream World long before everyone else, and acts as the Realm’s governor.
* The Goddess:

The Dream World entity of Mother. She narrates interludes of the game and is the helpful voice in
Birthday Boy’s head. In level 2, she is dying of an unknown cause.
* Mother: The Real World entity of The Goddess. She is a down-to-earth, no-nonsense person who
works as a florist.
* The Goddess Child:
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LEVEL 2 : The dream world child of Mother and a goddess-in-training. She helps out the Boy a lot
with her goddess powers, and becomes a good friend to the Boy.
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5. Levels
5.1 Levels
PUZZLE SKETCHES INCLUDED ON SEPARATE PAPER SHEETS: CLEANER, UPDATED VERSION (MAP
OVERVIEW SCREENCAP) WILL BE SUBMITTED FOR FINAL GAME.
May have time to do additional puzzles, though in this case, these may be split up or have simpler
versions at earlier parts.

1. BIRTHDAY AIRSHIP:
a. Synopsis:
i.

The protagonist, Birthday Boy, awakens in the strange Birthday Airship
remembering nothing of himself but his own birthday. The Wind-UpCitizens are the celebrators of his birthday, but there is something important
boiling beneath the surface that they cannot remember. Birthday Boy must
retrieve the precious Letters they once held dear to restore their memories
and identities. With each Citizen he helps, he uncovers more about the new
world he has awoken in, and the mysterious Magician that seems to be
soiling the party.

b. Introductory Material:
i.

There is a crayon drawing intro, showing the family of Mother, Mom, and
Birthday Boy on the bus as a happy family.

ii.

The Birthday Boy awakens, and there is a brief introduction of the world
through the magician.

iii.

The Crystal Whisperer has a help desk present for new players who need
help with controls.

c. Objectives/ Structure:
i.

The boy awakens on the airship with no memories other than the fact that it
is his birthday. The Magician welcomes him to play all of the games and
amenities available on the ship while the grand party is prepared.

ii.

In the meantime, help each citizen you come across with their specific
mission, retrieving letters to place on top of their heads. This restores their
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memories, one by one. A set of crayon drawings, presumably made by the
Boy, are used to tell the story of each citizen. These are the the memories
revealed, in order:
1. The Magician is revealed to be the Birthday Boy’s mechanical
engineer Mom. She created all of the Wind-Up citizens as research
and daily-life helpers to find ways to exit the dream world. The
words they had above their heads were given to them at their
creation, to give them identities and purpose.
2. Together, she and the citizens built the Birthday Airship. She
traveled all over the Dream World to find her family and a way to
exit the dream world. It became birthday-themed in honor of her
lost son, whose favorite event was birthdays.
3. Mom grew more and more frustrated as she started to lose hope and
more of her memories. She stopped looking for a way out of the
Dream World and became more like a dream-creature, The Magician.
Her new role was just to celebrate Birthdays.
4. As she loses her memories from staying in the world for too long,
she becomes abusive to the citizens, removing the words on their
heads when Birthday duties aren’t carried out. This causes them to
also lose their memories. Some of these citizens were scrapped
down to make pieces of the obstacle courses, with the letters hidden
inside them.
iii.

Once all 4 or so citizens are helped, the party can begin, in the Pretty Pizza
Parlor.

iv.

The citizens stage a coup pretty much by abandoning the party. There is no
one flying the ship. They want their mechanical engineer Mom to return.
The Magician is very upset.

v.

There is chaos and the ship is going to crash! Defeat a fast-paced “boss”
puzzle of the magician, to escape with Mom safely and restore her
Memories.

vi.

A new ability is gained! This helps for traversing the next level.

vii.

Resolution: The mother awakens in the hospital. She has been in a coma for
from the bus accident. There is a brief in-between level playing the mother,
and the next level is introduced. The Birthday Boy is still in a coma, who
was also in the accident. There are several other family members and
people who were riding the bus. The inaccessible areas of the hospital will
look like a messed up crayon drawing most likely.

2. THE GODDESS DOMAIN
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3. NOSE, FOOT, HAND
4. THE MOON
5. BIRTHDAY AIRSHIP REVISITED

5.2 Training Level
The beginning of the Birthday Airship prefaces how to move and has suggestions for what to do
next. The Crystal Whisperer guides the player if needed.

6. Interface
6.1. Visual System.
if you have a HUD, what is on it? What menus are you displaying? What is the camera model?
Camera: follows player, side scroll.
Menu tabs: Items, objectives/ current quests, customizing options? Won’t be done for this demo
level.
Bottom text: has the portrait of the character speaking you you, their name, and the text they’re
saying
Upper left corner: Number of letters still needed to be obtained for a particular wind up citizen.

Play Screen Format:
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Status Screen format

6.2 Control System
Arrow keys, DSAW controls
D- select, examine, grab an item, speak to someone
S- cancel, back out, drop an item
A- menu
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W- other control, map, etc.
Left and right arrow keys- walk
Up- jump

Shift: Inventory Screen
<> Arrow keys: Move, roll, etc.
v Arrow key: Roll mode, affected by gravity, can only go DOWN while selected. If pressed while
floating, then the player cannot go into float until the Boy hits a solid surface.
Will have normal walking in demo in the case that I don’t finish the rolling mechanic. In
this case, “v” will be to walk.
Press “v” again while in roll to undo roll mode.
^ Arrow key: Float mode triggered, can only go UP. Can move from side to side.
Press “^” again while floating to undo float mode.

6.3 Audio, music, sound effects
All music and sound effects will be made using Beepbox.com and Garageband in the finished
version. For the ideal end product I have all the music made by myself, inspired by the style of
music made by Daisuke Tanabe / Kidkanevil. I’m not at that level yet but I’m currently learning.

6.3.1 Music
Main Theme:
Plays on main menu, memory theme and many others are based on it
Composed in Beepbox and Garageband

Ambient:
Level 1 possible stage themes
Plays while traversing stage normally, will determine best fit at near-completion.
●

Escape Pod by Kidkanevil

●

Nanotrees by Kidkanevil / Daisuke Tanabe

●

Tomie by Kidkanevil
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●

OG San by Kidkanevil

●

K&F thema (pizzicato) by Apparat

●

Self-made Airship theme on Garageband (eventually, unlikely for demo)

Hospital possible themes:
●

Self-made Hospital theme on Garageband, likely variation of memory theme

●

Tablet by Daisuke Tanabe

●

Paper planes by Daisuke Tanabe

Character themes:
(made on Garageband, plays when character is present or spoken to)
●

(Default) Magician theme
○

Upset Magician theme

○

Angry Magician theme

●

Goddess theme

●

Attendee theme

●

MAQM theme

Event themes:
Memory Theme (Garageband) : Plays during opening sequence after starting new game.
Bad Memory Theme (Garageband): Plays when Wind-Up Citizens recall the past of the Magician.

6.3.2 Sound Effects
Environmental:
●

**obtain pansy

●

**obtain quest item / letters

●

**all letters are obtained for a particular citizen

●

**switch from rolling to flying / flying to rolling

●

*synthetic voice when speaking to a character

●

**rumble when ship is going to crash

●

***unlocking next area

Interface:
●

**switching between selection items

●

**selecting an option

●

*new set of letters to obtain (changes corner)
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6.4 Help system
●

***Helpful, clear signs in stage with instructions for movement

●

**If balloon is popped, Mother will have text appear in middle of screen with helpful
reminder.

Low priority:
●

*Crystal whisperer gives hints of what you’ll need for the area/ tips of where you should go,
give crystals in exchange. (Low priority)

●

*Tutorials and instructions under the options tab of menu
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7. Artificial Intelligence
7.1 Opponent and Enemy AI
Not complex decision making-- predetermined choice trees, sometimes following
When Boy lands on Hungry Hand or balloon collides with a Platform Propeller, his balloon will pop,
and he will restart from the last Wind-Up Citizen or pansy checkpoint.
The Magician is the primary “antagonist” of the first level.

7.2 Non-combat and Friendly Characters
●

Helpful characters in all levels (Lower priority for tutorial level)

●

Records Keeper-- Used to save the game

●

Crystal Whisperer-- Help desk

●

Morally Ambiguous Questionable Motives (MAQM) -- He dances wildly on contact.

●

Items vendor-- provides wares in exchange for pansies and flowers

Citizens: depend on level
●

BIRTHDAY AIRSHIP: Wind-Up-Citizens, The Attendee,

●

GODDESS DOMAIN: Berry Collectors

●

NOSE FOOT HANDS: Nose, Foot, and Hand family members

●

MOON: Space Probes (222, 245, 3-T)

●

BIRTHDAY AIRSHIP REVISITED: Wind-Up Citizens, just a little more human-looking and
unsettling this time

7.3 Support AI
All support characters will have colliders, back and forth walking, animation, or a specific path set
beforehand.
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8. Technical
8.1 Target Hardware
PC and Mac. Aiming to port to iOS and Android at some point.

8.2 Development hardware and software, including Game
Engine
●

Unity 2d

●

Puppet2D for rigging characters

●

Beepbox.co and Garageband for music

●

Sprite Something on the iPad for pixel sprites

●

Photoshop and Procreate for painted and crayon assets

●

Tutorials on Lynda for scripting aid

9. Game Art
Full-size versions of all art in this document can be found here:
https://tinyurl.com/birthdayboygame

9.1

Model and Texture List

Tags:
*** = High priority
** = Medium priority
* =Low priority
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9.1.1 Character Asset List
●

●

●

*** Birthday Boy
○

** Rolling state

○

*** Float state

○

*** Default state

*** Wind Up Citizen
○

*** Default state

○

** Words-on-head state

*** Magician
○

*** Default state

○

* Upset state

9.1.2. Animation List
●

*** Walk cycles for all characters

●

*** Idle animation for all characters

*** Birthday Boy:
●

*** Idle

●

*** Walk

●

*** Run

●

** Sleep

●

* Sit

●

** Roll

●

* Float

*** Magician:
●

*** Walking
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●

*** Idle

●

** Putting on a show

●

* Spinning

●

** Dancing

●

* Taking off hat

●

*Putting hands up

●

*** Angry idle

●

*** Upset idle

●

* Expressions (only on portrait // when being spoken to): Default, Sad, Excited, Angry

*** Wind Up Citizen
●

*** Walking

●

*** Idle

●

*** Front dancing
○

** With their specific words on their heads

○

** 5 varieties total

●

** Kick with foot

●

** Jump

* Mom:
●

Idle

●

Walk

●

Run

●

Sit

●

Sleep

9.1.2 Interface Art List
** ALL MEDIUM PRIORITY, since easy to make but also mostly interchangeable / exchangeable for
default art
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●

●

Selection dot
○

Magician icon head

○

Pansy icon

Menu buttons
○

Green

○

Red

○

Yellow

●

Magician Eyeball

●

Pansy

●

Body text Birthday Boy typeface

●

Title Birthday Boy typeface

●

Magician typeface

●

Mother typeface

●

Wind-Up Citizen Letters

●

Menu box
○

Green

○

Red

○

Yellow

●

Menu tabs

●

Speech bubble box
○

Green

○

Red

○

Yellow
■

Can be used as universal UI box

9.1.3 Environment Art List
●

*** Main Airship Background

●

*** Upset Magician Background

●

*** ~ 30 Crayon-style drawings to tell story of Mom // Magician
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●

** Main menu BG

●

** Second layer of Airship background - bendy straw transportation

●

** 2 extra layers of Airship background for parallax effect

●

*** Main propellor platform (animated 3 frames)

●

*** Independent propellor (holds item, animated 3 frames)

●

** Red propellor (pushes Birthday Boy in specific direction)
○

●

** Hungry Nose, Hand, Foot creature obstacle
○

●

On / off

Hungry and satisfied

*** Tileset with different slopes, accommodates for holes and tunnels (might do entire map
by hand as a single picture instead)

●

*Arcade room BG

●

*Pizza parlor BG

●

*Magicians quarters BG

●

*Wind Up Citizen Factory BG

●

*Theatre BG

●

*Welcome area BG

●

*PIT obstacle

●

* STRONG FEEL obstacle

●

* WHACK obstacle

●

* FEED obstacle

●

* SHAKE HORSE

9.1.4 Item Art List
●

***Pizza

●

*Cake

●

***Letters
○

●

* Key

All Wind-Up Citizen Letters in List (can just have a single default letter)
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●

* Crown

●

* Top hat

●

* Rain boots

9.2 Other game art not included in document already
Full size versions and compilation of all art can be found at
https://tinyurl.com/birthdayboygame
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